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Adding retirement 
income options to a DC 
plan menu 

Blazing a new trail 

Client case study 

The organization 

A global food and beverage company with substantial business operations in the U.S. that had 
frozen the majority of its defined benefit (DB) plans over the past decade and fully transitioned 
to defined contribution (DC) plans for most new hires in 2016. In addition, the demographic of 
the company’s U.S. employee base had changed considerably in recent years, due to several 
high-profile mergers, acquisitions and sales. The net result was that the company’s DC plan was 
now the primary vehicle for providing retirement income for most of its U.S. employees.  

Because of this, the organization’s U.S. benefits team felt strongly that it needed to provide 
retirement support for participants during decumulation as well as the accumulation phase. With 
longevity on the rise and an increasing amount of studies revealing that retirees tend to 
underspend the assets they’ve accumulated during retirement, the team believed it was 
imperative to focus on helping its employees achieve better financial security during retirement. 

The challenge 

Leaders of the U.S. benefits team were aware of the fact that personal 
retirement preferences among plan participants varied across the board. 
They knew they needed to give participants a reasonable amount of choices 
regarding retirement income options—but at the same time, the team didn’t 
want to overwhelm participants by offering too many choices. 

In addition, the company had historically been fairly conservative when it 
came to its retirement-plan offerings—and providing retirement income was 
not something many other organizations were doing at the time. The benefits 
team knew that in integrating these solutions into its DC plan, the company 
would be taking on a calculated risk that was at odds with its usual “let-
others-do-it-first” approach. The team ultimately decided that helping their 
employees enjoy retirement without fear of outliving their savings was a 
tradeoff worth making, especially once the investment committee was 
educated on the importance of addressing participants’ retirement income 
needs. 
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The solution 

We worked with the organization to add three different retirement income options to its DC 
plan menu, each of which addressed the different needs and preferences of plan participants 
on a broad level. We did this by following a three-step process consisting of: 

1. Obtaining buy-in from the investment committee on the need for retirement income 
options, and approval to investigate potential solutions 

2. Evaluating the different types of retirement income strategies available in the marketi

3. Evaluating manager and product specific characteristics 

The process involved working with staff members to educate them on the types of retirement 
products in the market— including immediate annuities, variable annuities with guaranteed 
withdrawal benefits (GLWB), target- date funds with embedded guarantees, managed payout 
funds and income- focused fixed income funds—and the risk benefits embedded in each. We 
also worked with the benefits team to assess both the qualitative and quantitative factors of the 
various product types, such as flexibility/personalization, liquidity, operational complexity, 
stress-testing, cost, income-generating ability, and probability of success in meeting the 
investment committee’s income replacement objectives. 

Ultimately, the three different retirement income solutions we recommended to the investment 
committee were approved to be added to the company’s U.S. DC plan menu. The three 
solutions are: 

1. A target-date fund (TDF) with an embedded immediate annuity. This is the QDIA (qualified 
default investment alternative) option that will replace the company's current TDF. This 
option is intended for the participants in the plan who prefer that their investment portfolios 
and asset allocations are managed by financial professionals.  

Including an allocation to retirement income for all defaulted participants was one 
of the defining successes of this project, with the company doubling down on its 
mission to ease retirement anxiety among employees by venturing into newfound territory. 
In order to obtain approval from the investment committee for this option, we worked 
tirelessly alongside benefits team leaders to demonstrate that this choice was the most 
effective way to allow participants to effectively draw down their retirement assets. 
Importantly, the option allows for participants to opt out before annuitizing-a key feature 
that addresses the need for flexibility.  

2. An income feature within a managed account program. For participants using the 
managed account service, this income feature provides non-guaranteed, steady monthly 
payouts in retirement and advice on making important retirement decisions, such as 
Social Security optimization. 

3. An annuity purchasing platform for participants who desire full flexibility in managing their 
portfolios. This solution allows participants to customize an annuity to fit their specific 
income replacement goals from a retirement income annuity marketplace, which offers 
competitively bid annuity products from multiple insurance companies. 

Results 

The company is currently exploring how best to integrate the three retirement income solutions 
into its platform, with final implementation of these features into its DC plan scheduled for 2022. 
Above all, the organization is one step closer to fulfilling its goal of helping employees enjoy a 
more financially sound retirement. As an investment solutions provider dedicated to 
democratizing access to financial security, we’re proud to have partnered with them in this effort. 

i Tran, L; Verdeyen, H; “Income is the outcome. A review of lifetime income solutions” Russell Investments 2020 
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Connect & Follow us 

Call Russell Investments at 855-771-2966

Visit russellinvestments.com/DC 

About Russell Investments 

Russell Investments is a global asset manager with a unique set of capabilities that we believe is essential to managing your total 
portfolio and to meeting your desired outcome. At Russell Investments, we stand with you, whether you’re an institutional investor, a 
financial adviser, or an individual guided by an advisor’s personalized advice. We believe the best way to reach your desired 
outcomes is with a multi-asset approach that combines asset allocation, capital markets insights, factor exposures, manager research 
and portfolio implementation. 

Important information 

This case study represents a unique situation faced by a global food and beverage company seeking to provide retirement income options for DC plan 
participants. Case studies are problem-solving stories. We select a situation that is indicative of problems clients in this category are facing. The 
recommendations described do not represent a standard strategy or set of recommendations made for all advisory clients with similar issues. Each 
client has unique requirements, challenges, and constraints, and our advisory solutions are tailored to each client’s specific needs. Every client’s 
situation, experience and needs are different, and Russell Investments does not imply that the solution herein is appropriate for any other client. 

The case study provided is for illustrative purposes only and is meant to provide an example of a type of financial issue a client may have and our 
process and a methodology to address it. Individual client results will vary based on individual circumstances and market conditions. The results 
presented were based on a period of fluctuating marketing conditions and the underlying asset allocation, market criteria and assumptions, or the 
investment advice/strategy followed may have changed materially. There is no guarantee that all clients will experience the same results.  

The information expressed herein represents the current, good faith views of the author(s) at the time of original publication, and has not been 
updated. Any predictions, opinions, and other information contained in this material are subject to change continually, without notice. 

Nothing contained in this material is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of 
any investment, nor a solicitation of any type. The general information contained in this publication should not be acted upon without obtaining specific 
legal, tax and investment advice from a licensed professional. 

Please remember that all investments carry some level of risk, including the potential loss of principal invested. They do not typically grow at an even 
rate of return and may experience negative growth. As with any type of portfolio structuring, attempting to reduce risk and increase return could, at 
certain times, unintentionally reduce returns. 

Diversification and strategic asset allocation do not assure profit or protect against loss in declining markets. 

Russell Investments' ownership is composed of a majority stake held by funds managed by TA Associates, with a significant minority stake held by 
funds managed by Reverence Capital Partners. Russell Investments' employees and Hamilton Lane Advisors, LLC also hold minority, non-controlling, 
ownership stakes. 

Frank Russell Company is the owner of the Russell trademarks contained in this material and all trademark rights related to the Russell trademarks, 
which the members of the Russell Investments group of companies are permitted to use under license from Frank Russell Company. The members of 
the Russell Investments group of companies are not affiliated in any manner with Frank Russell Company or any entity operating under the “FTSE 
RUSSELL” brand. 
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